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Bud Light’s win on “corn syrup” ad offers valuable lessons on false
advertisement claims

Bud Light Super Bowl advert claimed that Miller Lite uses corn syrup in its beers
Although technically true, Miller argued that associations would damage reputation
Taking the issue to court ultimately only kept the matter in the public eye

Bud Light is once again allowed to state that Miller Lite contains “corn syrup” after a Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals overturned a federal
ruling that prevented Bud Light parent company Anheuser-Busch (AB InBev) from featuring “misleading” claims about Molson Coors’ beer
Miller Lite in its advertising. The claim was first made in Bud Light’s Super Bowl half-time show advert, viewed by tens of millions of people.
The furore around the ensuring litigation reveals the risks involved in bringing these advertising spats to the courts.

In the 2019 Super Bowl advert, a Bud Light knight delivered a barrel labelled “corn syrup” to a Miller Lite castle. The advert, and subsequent TV
spots and social media campaigns, featured multiple claims that Miller Lite and Coors Light are “made with”, “brewed with”, or “use” corn
syrup; that corn syrup is an ingredient; and that Bud Light has “100% less corn syrup” than the two beers.

Molson Coors argued that these statements were misleading as, although it used corn syrup in the fermentation process for the two beers, the
final product does not contain corn syrup. However, the court responded that the use of the word ‘ingredients’ is ambiguous and that “it is
enough for us to hold that it is not ‘false or misleading’ for a seller to say or imply, of a business rival, something that the rival says about
itself”. Overturning the federal judge’s September ruling, the court further stated: “If Molson Coors does not like the sneering tone of AB InBev’s
ads, it can mock Bud Light in return.”

Molson Coors’ own website states that corn syrup is an ingredient for its Miller Lite and Coors Light beers. Therefore, observes John Morrow,
partner at Womble Bond Dickinson, “it stands to reason, as the Court of Appeals found, that AB InBev’s ads reiterating (and mocking) that fact
were not false or misleading”.

Nevertheless, the law recognises that a statement that is not literally false can still carry misleading meanings and implications. This was how
Molson Coors originally won a preliminary injunction against AB InBev in September 2019. Its argument hinged on the public perception that
high-fructose corn syrup is an undesirable product to feature in the ingredients of beer. Although different from corn syrup, the association
with high-fructose corn syrup made by the adverts could be enough to detract consumers from purchasing Molson Coors’ beers, it argued.

This tactic has been an effective defence against literally true advertising claims about other brands. Alexandra Roberts, associate professor
at the Franklin Pierce School of Law, University of New Hampshire, gives two examples where the courts ruled differently. Robot-Coupe once
advertised that all 21 of France’s three-Michelin star restaurants used its food processors and not rival company Cuisinart’s. However,
Cuisinart did not sell food processers. In a similar vein, Anacin once ran a campaign that stated: “Anacin can reduce inflammation that comes
with most pain. Tylenol cannot.” Roberts notes that “Johnson & Johnson argued that, even though the statement was literally true, it misled
consumers to believe Anacin was superior to Tylenol in all areas of pain relief, as distinguished from the more limited issue of inflammation”.

However, as the court did not accept this defence from Molson Coors, it has allowed AB InBev to continue with its cheeky advertisements. “AB
InBev could [therefore] state something ostensibly true and take advantage of the fact that consumers may assume ‘corn syrup’ necessarily
refers to ‘high-fructose corn syrup’,” says Eugene Pak, an attorney at Wendel Rosen.

Of course, Molson Coors could choose to fight on through the courts. Those mulling its next move may want to consider the PR angle of
further litigation before any discussions over case merits. Already featured in a widely viewed promotion due to its Super Bowl time slot, the
litigation has kept the public spotlight firmly fixed on the brand’s genuine use of corn syrup. Regardless of outcome, the litigation has arguably
played to AB InBev’s initial intent. “By choosing this battle, Molson Coors only highlighted and perpetuated the issue that AB InBev had mocked
in its advertisement,” notes Morrow.

For brands considering an ad campaign that names and shames a rival, this case has shown the risks to both sides. A misleading claim can
end badly but so too can an attempt to fight a literally true remark about your brand. Pak, however, points out that this particular case may
make it easier in the Seventh Circuit “for a defendant to dismiss a claim for false or misleading advertising if the defendant can point to
something the plaintiff publicly stated or admitted”.

The need for salient legal guidance is naturally crucial. Using a rival’s brand in an advertising campaign is a risk and all materials should be
vetted by legal counsel before release. However, Roberts points to the market value of such a move. “It’s always okay to mention a rival’s brand
name and products in advertising, and in fact can help educate consumers about the differences between the brands and products,
highlighting on which features the advertiser claims superiority.”
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